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[1] Underestimation of extreme values is a widely acknowledged issue in daily
precipitation simulation. Nonparametric precipitation generators have inherent limitations
in representing extremes. Parametric generators can realistically model the full spectrum of
precipitation amount through compound distributions. Nevertheless, ﬁtting these
distributions suffers from numerical instability, supervised learning, and computational
demand. This study presents an easy-to-implement hybrid probability distribution to model
the full spectrum of precipitation amount. The basic idea for the hybrid distribution lies in
synthesizing low to moderate precipitation by an exponential distribution and extreme
precipitation by a generalized Pareto distribution. By forcing the two distributions to be
continuous at the junction point, the threshold of the generalized Pareto distribution can be
implicitly learned in an unsupervised manner. Monte Carlo simulation shows that the hybrid
distribution is capable of modeling heavy tailed data. Performance of the distribution is
further evaluated using 49 daily precipitation records across Texas. Results show that the
model is able to capture both the bulk and the tail of daily precipitation amount. The
maximum goodness-of-ﬁt and penalized maximum likelihood methods are found to be
reliable complements to the maximum likelihood method, in that generally they can provide
adequate goodness-of-ﬁt. The proposed distribution can be incorporated into precipitation
generators and downscaling models in order to realistically simulate the entire range of
precipitation without losing extreme values.
Citation: Li, C., V. P. Singh, and A. K. Mishra (2012), Simulation of the entire range of daily precipitation using a hybrid probability
distribution, Water Resour. Res., 48, W03521, doi:10.1029/2011WR011446.
1. Introduction
[2] Precipitation simulation is one of the key features
of hydrological models, agricultural models, and climate
impact studies [Kleiber et al., 2011]. Sufﬁciently long se-
ries of precipitation records are needed for catchment water
management, drought characterization and prediction, and
crop growth simulation. However, historical records of pre-
cipitation with desired spatial and temporal resolution
are almost always insufﬁcient. Moreover, it is difﬁcult to
quantify the uncertainty of model results from only a single
sequence of realizations. On the other hand, there is consid-
erable discussion these days that climate change is contribut-
ing to the increase in frequencies and magnitudes of
precipitation extremes, leading to ﬂoods or droughts, and
hence evaluating changes in precipitation extremes is receiv-
ing signiﬁcant attention [Solomon et al., 2007; Lenderink
and Meijgaard, 2008; Hardwick Jones et al., 2010]. There-
fore, realistically modeling the full spectrum of precipitation
is desired.
[3] Precipitation simulation dates back to the 1950s. Over
the past decades, many simulation techniques have been
developed [e.g., Gabriel and Neumann, 1962; Katz, 1974,
1977; Todorovic and Woolhiser, 1975; Richardson, 1981;
Stern and Coe, 1984; Lall and Sharma, 1996; Wilks, 1998;
Rajagopalan and Lall, 1999; Parlange and Katz, 2000; Yan
et al., 2002; Harrold et al., 2003a, 2003b; Chandler, 2005;
Mehrotra and Sharma, 2007a, 2007b; Furrer and Katz,
2007; Zheng and Katz, 2008a, 2008b; Brissette et al., 2007].
Typically, daily precipitation is represented as a mixture of
two distributions in a parametric, nonparametric, or semi-
parametric framework. One is discrete binary distribution
modeling the wet or dry state of a given day, and the other
is continuous distribution modeling nonzero precipitation
amounts on wet days. A most recent review on precipita-
tion simulation can be found by Sharma and Mehrotra
[2010]. Overall, there are two acknowledged challenges in
daily precipitation simulation. One is referred to as overdis-
persion [Katz and Zheng, 1998]. The other one is the loss
of extreme precipitation events. The ﬁrst problem concerns
both the occurrence and amount processes of precipitation,
whereas the second one mainly concerns the amount pro-
cess. This paper focuses on the second problem.
[4] Since daily precipitation amount always shows
a skewed distribution with a bias toward low values, it
is usually modeled by distribution families which have
right-skewed property [Hundecha et al., 2009]. Different
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distributions, such as Kappa [Mielke, 1973], exponential
[Todorovic and Woolhiser, 1975; Roldan and Woolhiser,
1982], gamma [Ison et al., 1971; Katz, 1977; Schoof et al.,
2010], mixed exponential [Roldan and Woolhiser, 1982;
Wilks, 1998, 1999], and truncated and power transformed
normal distributions [Ba´rdossy and Plate, 1992; Hutchinson,
1995] have been used to model daily precipitation amount.
The aforementioned families perform reasonably well in
terms of reproducing averaging characteristics of precipita-
tion. Nevertheless, none of them necessarily performs well
in terms of simulating extremes [Wilks, 1999; Furrer and
Katz, 2008]. Besides parametric approaches, nonparametric
approaches also have been used for daily precipitation sim-
ulation. Synthetic precipitation is sequentially sampled
from historical observations with replacement. Several lim-
itations, especially with respect to extremes, inherent to the
sampling scheme [Furrer and Katz, 2008], have been rec-
ognized, and corrected via nonparametric kernel density
estimator (KDE) [Lall and Sharma, 1996; Rajagopalan
and Lall, 1999]. Nevertheless, the likelihood for extremes
to be generated is low [Markovich, 2007], leading to under-
estimated extreme rainfall. Reproducing the entire range
of precipitation in synthetic series has been identiﬁed as a
critical research need in both simulation and downscaling,
and has inspired a recent ﬂurry of research, like Vrac and
Naveau [2007], Furrer and Katz [2008], and Hundecha
et al. [2009], in which compound distributions are used for
modeling precipitation amount. Problems involved in ﬁtting
these distributions include numerical instability, data sensi-
tivity, supervised learning, and computational demand.
[5] The objective of this study therefore is to develop an
efﬁcient, reliable and relatively easy-to-implement method
for simulating both the low to moderate and extreme rain-
fall. To that end, the speciﬁc objectives are to: (1) examine
if the existing distributions are reliable to model precipita-
tion amount in different climate divisions, (2) present a
hybrid distribution to model the full spectrum of daily pre-
cipitation, (3) validate the hybrid distribution model, and
(4) describe approaches for estimating parameters of the
hybrid distribution. It is noted that the proposed distribution
is not intended, however, to replace existing distributions,
like those developed by Vrac and Naveau [2007] and
Furrer and Katz [2008], but rather to complement them
and to provide a more efﬁcient, reliable, and less compli-
cated approach to model the heavy tail distribution of pre-
cipitation amount without losing any goodness-of-ﬁt.
[6] The paper is organized as follows. Formulating the
objectives of the study in section 1, a short discussion of
data to be used is given in section 2. Fundamental to the
simulation of daily rainfall is the choice of a probability dis-
tribution which is described in section 3. A hybrid probabil-
ity distribution is presented in section 4. Its evaluation is
presented in section 5. Based on problems raised from real
cases, three estimation approaches are presented in section 6.
The paper is concluded in section 7.
2. Data Sets
[7] Daily precipitation records from 49 weather stations
across Texas, given in Table 1, were used. These stations
are spread across 10 climate divisions which are divided by
National Weather Service. The United States Historical Cli-
matology Network (USHC) provides high quality precipita-
tion records [Mishra and Singh, 2010]. This study concerns
only precipitation amount. Therefore, all nonzero records
were valued pieces of information. Missing values have lit-
tle inﬂuence on ﬁtted distributions as long as sufﬁcient data
were available. To gather as much useful information as
Table 1. ID, Label, Location, Annual Mean Precipitation (P) and Temperature (T ) of Weather Stations in Texas Used in This Studya
Station
ID
Station
Label
Longitude
(deg)
Latitude
(deg) P (mm) T (F)
Station
ID
Station
Label
Longitude
(deg)
Latitude
(deg) P (mm) T (F)
410120 ID1 32.73 99.30 700.28 63.15 413734 ID26 33.17 96.09 1094.23 65.51
410144 ID2 27.73 98.07 707.64 72.26 413873 ID27 29.47 96.94 1035.03 67.84
410174 ID3 30.38 103.66 412.75 61.97 413992 ID28 33.16 99.75 649.73 62.87
410493 ID4 31.74 99.98 597.41 64.77 415018 ID29 31.07 98.18 787.40 67.25
410498 ID5 30.98 103.74 333.50 63.90 415196 ID30 30.06 94.79 1434.85 68.44
410639 ID6 28.46 97.71 822.45 69.58 415272 ID31 30.74 98.65 695.71 65.48
410832 ID7 30.11 98.43 879.35 65.39 415429 ID32 29.68 97.66 919.48 67.61
410902 ID8 29.79 98.73 922.72 65.77 415618 ID33 32.54 94.35 1244.35 64.57
411000 ID9 35.53 102.26 428.91 57.43 415707 ID34 31.13 102.22 359.16 66.23
411048 ID10 30.16 96.39 1117.10 66.41 415869 ID35 31.70 96.51 1013.21 66.07
411138 ID11 31.74 98.95 713.23 64.58 415875 ID36 35.70 100.64 572.01 57.54
411528 ID12 28.34 99.63 462.28 70.32 416135 ID37 34.22 102.73 446.53 56.71
411772 ID13 33.62 95.07 1170.94 63.09 416276 ID38 29.72 98.12 858.01 68.21
412015 ID14 27.77 97.51 790.96 71.57 416794 ID39 33.67 95.56 1172.46 64.66
412019 ID15 32.11 96.47 986.03 66.17 416892 ID40 31.42 103.50 273.56 64.77
412121 ID16 33.65 101.25 567.18 60.48 417079 ID41 34.19 101.70 510.29 59.36
412266 ID17 29.06 96.23 1136.65 68.38 417336 ID42 34.28 99.76 614.93 61.89
412598 ID18 32.06 98.30 874.27 63.98 417622 ID43 26.38 98.81 565.15 74.05
412679 ID19 28.76 100.48 531.37 71.61 417945 ID44 29.53 98.47 795.78 68.53
412797 ID20 31.81 106.38 223.77 64.21 418201 ID45 32.71 102.65 447.80 62.07
412906 ID21 28.02 99.35 533.15 72.79 418433 ID46 32.71 100.91 562.36 62.66
413063 ID22 27.14 98.12 641.09 72.08 418692 ID47 36.34 102.08 441.19 55.42
413183 ID23 29.68 97.11 967.49 70.03 418910 ID48 31.08 97.32 908.30 64.52
413280 ID24 30.91 102.92 340.44 65.16 419532 ID49 32.75 97.77 858.27 62.64
413420 ID25 33.65 97.06 993.39 62.96
aAnnual mean precipitation and temperature are computed using data over 1960 to 2009.
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possible, all nonzero precipitation from the period of 1940
to 2009 was used without taking care of missing values.
Omitting the inﬂuence of missing values is harmless con-
sidering that there were at least 1600 nonzero records at
each station.
3. Evaluation of Commonly Used Distributions
for Daily Precipitation
[8] Fundamental to the simulation of daily precipitation
is the use of an appropriate probability distribution for pre-
cipitation amount. To that end, the question arises: What
are the typical distributional characteristics of daily precipi-
tation? Then, one should search for a distribution that cap-
tures these characteristics. Since there are several forms of
possible distributions, the next question to be addressed is
one of evaluating these distributions and selecting the appro-
priate one. The selection of a distribution involves enumer-
ating distribution properties and estimation of distribution
parameters. These issues are discussed in what follows.
3.1. Rainfall Characteristics
[9] First, typical characteristics of a nonzero daily pre-
cipitation distribution were explored, using, as an example,
the central station ID24, which is located in the western
part of Texas. Among all the 49 stations, ID24 had the
maximum entropy and was hence considered as ‘‘central’’
[Krstanovic and Singh, 1992]. Without considering missing
values, there were 3049 wet days from 1 May 1940 to 31
December 2009. A histogram of nonzero values, together
with summary statistics, is shown in Figure 1(a), which
exhibits a representative shape of the distribution of daily
precipitation amount. Two typical properties seen from the
histogram include: (1) right skewed, indicated by median
being lower than mean and most of the data being clustered
around the left end of the distribution; and (2) heavy tailed,
represented by sparse observations toward the tail end of
the distribution and slower than exponential decay to zero,
which can be efﬁciently illustrated from Figure 1(b). Distri-
butions which can simulate these two properties should be
used. Extensively employed distributions can generally be
divided into single and compound types.
3.2. One-Component Distributions
[10] Commonly used one-component distributions include
Kappa [Mielke, 1973], exponential [Todorovic and Woolhiser,
1975; Woolhiser and Roldan, 1982], and gamma distribu-
tions [Ison et al., 1971; Katz, 1977; Schoof et al., 2010].
Let X denote the nonzero daily precipitation amount
and subscript capital letters, say K (for Kappa distribu-
tion), to distinguish different distributions. The probability
density functions (PDF) for these distributions are now
presented.
[11] Kappa distribution:
fKðx;PKÞ ¼ a
b
x
b
 1
aþ x
b
 a aþ1a
; x > 0; a; b;  > 0;
(1)
where PK ¼ ½a; b; , and a, b, and  are the shape and scale
parameters, respectively.
[12] Exponential distribution:
fEðx;PEÞ ¼ 1

exp  x

 
; x  0;  > 0; (2)
where PE ¼  and  is the scale or intensity parameter.
[13] Gamma distribution:
fGðx; PGÞ ¼ 1
bGðaÞ
x
b
 a1
exp  x
b
 
; x  0; a; b > 0;
(3)
where PG ¼ ½a; b, and a and b are the shape and scale
parameters, respectively.
[14] Other distributions where the focus is on modeling
only the upper tail include generalized stretched exponen-
tial distribution and generalized Pareto (GP) distribution
[Coles, 2001; Katz et al., 2002; Koutsoyiannis, 2004a,
2004b; Wilson and Toumi, 2005; Naveau et al., 2005].
Since the objective in this study was to simulate not only
the ‘‘tail’’ but also the ‘‘bulk,’’ our interest is only in distri-
butions which are widely used in stochastic weather gener-
ators or those that can model both the aforementioned
precipitation distribution properties.
3.3. Two-Component Distributions
[15] Commonly used compound distributions include
mixed exponential distribution [Roldan and Woolhiser,
1982; Wilks, 1998, 1999], dynamic mixture of gamma and
Figure 1. Histogram of precipitation amount of station ID24 with the ﬁtted exponential PDF represented
by (a) solid line and the empirical survival function with that of the ﬁtted exponential distribution denoted
by (b) solid line plotted on log-log scale.
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generalized Pareto distribution [Vrac and Naveau, 2007;
Hundecha et al., 2009], and hybrid gamma and generalized
Pareto distribution [Furrer and Katz, 2008]. These com-
pound distributions are discussed below.
[16] Mixed exponential distribution (ME):
fMEðx;PMEÞ ¼ p 1
1
exp  x
1
 
þ ð1 pÞ 1
2
exp  x
2
 
;
x  0; 1; 2 > 0; p 2 ½0; 1;
(4)
where PME ¼ ½p; 1; 2, p is the mixing factor, and 1,
2 are, respectively, the scale parameters of the two
components.
[17] Dynamic mixture of gamma and GP distribution
(DM):
fDMðx;PDMÞ ¼ ½1 pðx;; Þ fGðx;a;bÞþ pðx;; ÞfGPðx;;;0Þ
Zða;b;; ;;Þ ;
x> 0; a;b;; ;; > 0;
(5a)
where PDM ¼ ½a;b;; ;;, and pðx;; Þ is the mixing
function expressed as
pðx;; Þ ¼ 1
2
þ 1

arctan
x

 
(5b)
with location parameter  and scale parameter  . The mix-
ing function monotonically increases from 0.5 to 1 as x
increases from 0 to1 such that the bulk of the distribution
is dominated by gamma and the tail is dominated by the
GP distribution.
[18] The other ingredients in this distribution are the
gamma density fGðx; a; bÞ parameterized by a and b, the GP
density fGPðx;; ; Þ located at 0 ( ¼ 0) with shape pa-
rameter  and scale parameter , and the normalization
constant Zða; b; ; ; ; Þ. After easy algebraic operations,
the normalization constant is given as
Zða; b; ; ; ; Þ ¼ 1þ 1

Z1
0
½ fGPðx; ; ; 0Þ  fGðx; a; bÞ
arctan
x 

 
dx:
(5c)
The advantages of this DM distribution are: (1) it can
model the full range of precipitation; and (2) it circumvents
the selection of threshold. Threshold selection is a chal-
lenging task in practice since given a data set it is difﬁcult
to pinpoint the level on which the extreme value theory
(EVT) is based and usually a subjective trial and error exer-
cise is needed [Frigessi et al., 2002; Carreau and Bengio,
2009].
[19] Hybrid gamma and GP distribution:
[20] Considering the discontinuity of DM distribution in
the limiting case ( is 0 or close to 0) and the difﬁculty of
incorporating covariates, Furrer and Katz [2008] proposed
a hybrid distribution where a GP distribution replaces the
tail of a gamma distribution. For simplicity we use FK08 to
denote this distribution. The PDF of FK08 distribution is
fFK08ðx;PFK08Þ ¼ fGðx;a;bÞIðx Þ
þ ½1FGð;a;bÞfGPðx;;; ÞIðx> Þ;
(6a)
where IðÞ is the indicator function and 1FGð;a;bÞ is
the normalization factor. This factor ensures that the inte-
gral of the density over its support is unity. To force the
hybrid density to be continuous at the threshold , it is nec-
essary that fFK08ðÞ ¼ fFK08ðþÞ, which yields that the
scale parameter  of the GP distribution is exactly the re-
ciprocal of the gamma hazard function, i.e.,
¼ 1FGð;a;bÞ
fGð;a;bÞ : (6b)
Therefore, this distribution can be fully represented by
PFK08 ¼ ½a;b; ; .
[21] In both the above compound distributions, the GP
distribution acts as a tail component
fGPðx;PGPÞ¼ 1

1þx

 11
; x>; 1þx

>0; >0;
(7)
where PGP¼½;;, and , , and  are the shape, scale,
and location parameters, respectively. The popularity of GP
distribution can be explained by EVT [Coles, 2001; Castillo
et al., 2005], which states that precipitation exceedances
over a threshold  can be asymptotically approximated by a
GP distribution, given that the threshold is sufﬁciently large.
EVT has a deﬁciency of overlooking small values since the
threshold should be sufﬁciently high and since only exceed-
ances are involved in the analysis. Therefore, it is not suita-
ble for modeling the full spectrum of precipitation. Then it
would seem intuitive to model the bulk of precipitation by
gamma or exponential distribution and take care of the tail
by GP.
3.4. Estimation of Distribution Parameters
[22] The maximum likelihood (ML) method was used to
estimate distribution parameters. To estimate parameters of
the DM distribution, the normalization constant should be
computed and the log likelihood function should be maxi-
mized. Since there is no closed antiderivative for the integral
in the normalization constant, numerical integration should
be employed. In this study, the MATLAB function quadgk,
which is based on the adaptive Gauss-Kronrod quadrature
algorithm, was used to complete the numerical integration.
The log likelihood function was minimized with the use of
fminsearch, which implements the Nelder-Mead simplex
method. To obtain highly precise normalization constant,
Frigessi et al. [2002] suggested to rewrite the integral from
0 to1 as a sum of integrals from 0 to 1, 1 to 2, and so on,
compute each integral and truncate the summation when the
last integral did not lead to any signiﬁcant change in the
sum. This approach is computationally expensive since nu-
merical experiments show that generally a large number of
steps are needed and since the normalization constant should
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be computed at each step of the log likelihood maximiza-
tion procedure. To speed up the procedure, an alternative is
to compute the integration directly from 0 to 1 or to a
large value and then use Frigessi’s method. The ﬁtting
approach works satisfactorily when the integrand behaves
well, as shown in the upper plot of Figure 2, but deterio-
rates, however, when the integrand is not smooth, as shown
in the bottom plot. In this case, a normalization constant
with low accuracy is obtained, which in turn introduces
false local maxima of the log likelihood function and
ﬁnally confounds the optimization algorithm.
[23] It is difﬁcult to determine the FK08 distribution
directly by the ML method. This distribution was therefore
estimated following the procedure suggested by Furrer and
Katz [2008]: (1) estimating the gamma parameters a and b
by the ML method with all the data; (2) determining a rea-
sonable threshold  and then estimating the GP distribution
 and  by the ML method from the data above  ; and (3)
adjusting the estimated scale parameter  obtained in step 2
from equation (6b) to achieve a continuous density. The
estimation procedure underscores that a reasonable thresh-
old should be predetermined.
3.5. Evaluation of Single Component Distributions
Using QQ Plots
[24] The ML method was used to ﬁt the aforementioned
distributions to precipitation data from a sample station
ID24. QQ plot was chosen as a goodness-of-ﬁt criterion. QQ
plots corresponding to Kappa, exponential, gamma distribu-
tions, given in Figure 3, show that despite an acceptable ﬁt
for low to moderate values, all of these distributions pro-
vided a rather poor ﬁt for higher values. The upper tails of
exponential and gamma distributions are not heavy enough,
thus underestimating the likelihood of heavy precipitation,
whereas Kappa distribution exhibits a much too heavy tail,
leading to the overestimated extreme precipitation.
3.6. Evaluation of Compound Distributions
Using QQ Plots
[25] As seen from Figure 3, the ME distribution, which
is the most extensively used compound distribution for pre-
cipitation simulation, offered somewhat of an improvement
in capturing the tail behavior but not enough. This observa-
tion empirically conﬁrms that the ME distribution performs
well only when precipitation extremes are not very high
[Wilks, 1999; Hundecha et al., 2009].
[26] Since the quantile function of the DM distribution
cannot be analytically expressed and since we want to use
the QQ plot to check the agreement between data and the
ﬁtted distribution, a parametric bootstrap method was used
Figure 2. Two representative behaviors of the integrand
function in the normalization constant of the DM distribution.
Figure 3. QQ plots of observed versus Kappa, exponen-
tial, gamma, and ME modeled precipitation quantiles of
station ID24.
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to construct the QQ plot [Efron and Tibhirani, 1993;
Gomes and Oliveira, 2001; Castillo et al., 2005]. First, a
large number of samples were drawn from the ﬁtted distri-
bution and the corresponding estimates for quantile xi:n
were computed. These estimates were then used to obtain
an empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the
estimated quantiles x^i:n. The bootstrap based QQ plot can
be constructed as a scatterplot of Eðx^i:nÞ versus xi;n, and the
corresponding conﬁdence interval, say 95%, can be com-
puted as ½x^i:nð0:025Þ; x^i:nð0:975Þ.
[27] In the quest to achieve this goal, one problem still to
be addressed is how to simulate random samples from the
DM distribution. Due to its functional complexity, direct
random number simulation method is no longer feasible. A
simulation approach, introduced by Frigessi et al. [2002],
was therefore employed. The step by step procedure and
the pseudo code are given in the Appendix.
[28] Figure 4 presents the QQ plots and their 95% conﬁ-
dence intervals for three sample stations, ID11, ID24, and
ID44, respectively. The ﬁgure reveals two main points : (1)
similar to commonly used single component distributions,
the DM distribution provides an adequate ﬁt for the ‘‘bulk’’
of precipitation amount, and (2) its performance on captur-
ing high values depends on the data. It models the full
range of precipitation well at station ID11, but for other
two stations it leads to an over heavy tail, which may be
caused by the distributional property of data (as in station
ID24) or by the low accuracy of the normalization constant
(as in station ID44). Although the DM distribution can be a
viable choice to model the full spectrum of precipitation,
its application is constrained by several problems, such as
functional complexity, numerical instability, and computa-
tional expense.
[29] QQ plots of the ﬁtted FK08 distribution correspond-
ing to different thresholds are presented in Figure 5,
signifying that its performance is determined by the thresh-
old, which should be neither too small nor too large. A
too small threshold (for example,  ¼ 1:02) means over
emphasis on the GP distribution which will lead to an over
heavy tail ; whereas a too large threshold (say,  ¼ 18:19)
indicates less emphasis on the GP distribution which will
result in an underrepresented tail. A suitable threshold
(like,  ¼ 3:99) does model both low to moderate and
extreme values well. The threshold should be manually
selected by trial and error, which is laborious and often-
times subjective to the preference of a practitioner. Take
 ¼ 3:99 and  ¼ 18:19 as examples, peaks over threshold
(PoT) analysis indicates that both values are reasonable to
model the exceedances by the GP distribution, as shown
from the two plots in Figure 5. However, the ﬁtted FK08
distributions signiﬁcantly differ from each other in their
performance with respect to full range of modeling.
4. Proposed Hybrid Distribution
[30] The above discussion shows that (1) a single distri-
bution is inadequate to model the full range of daily precip-
itation and (2) ﬁtting the available compound distributions
suffer from functional complexity, numerical instability,
supervised learning, and computational demand. For daily
precipitation simulation, both the bulk and the tail should
be taken into account. On the other hand, a computationally
efﬁcient model is attractive. To simulate the full range of
precipitation, it is desirable to circumvent the threshold
selection and reduce model complexity without loss of abil-
ity, if any. Taking into account these considerations, this
study chose between the DM and the FK08 distributions to
build a hybrid distribution by coupling an exponential dis-
tribution and a GP distribution. The presented hybrid distri-
bution has its origin in the one introduced by Carreau and
Bengio [2009], where Gaussian and GP distributions were
stitched together.
[31] The PDF of the hybrid exponential and GP distribu-
tion (HEG) is given as
fHEGðx;PHEGÞ ¼ 1
Z
½ fEðx;ÞIðx  Þ þ fGPðx;; ; ÞIðx > Þ;
x  0; ; ; ;  > 0
(8a)
and the CDF as
FHEGðx;PHEGÞ ¼ 1
Z
fFEðx;ÞIðx  Þ
þ ½FEð;Þ þ FGPðx;; ; ÞIðx > Þg:
(8b)
Figure 4. QQ plots of observed versus the DM distribution modeled precipitation quantiles of stations
ID11 (left), ID24 (middle), and ID44 (right). The dash lines represent boundaries for the 95% conﬁdence
intervals.
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The p-quantile function is
xp ¼ ½ ln ð1 pZÞIðp  FEðÞÞ
þ þ 

pZ  2þ exp  

  
 1
  
Iðp > FEðÞÞ:
(8c)
The normalization constant Z assures that the hybrid
density is integrated to one over its support and thus is
given by
Z ¼
Z
0
fEðx;Þdxþ
Z1

fGPðx;;; Þdx ¼ FEð;Þ þ 1: (8d)
CDFs of exponential and GP distributions are involved in
the HEG distribution:
FEðx;Þ ¼ 1 exp  x

 
; (8e)
FGPðx;;; Þ ¼ 1 1þ  x 

 1
: (8f)
To enforce the continuity of the hybrid density, i.e.,
fHðþÞ ¼ fHðÞ, the threshold  is deﬁned as the junction
point of the exponential and the GP distributions and there-
fore can be explicitly expressed as a function of scale pa-
rameters of the two distributions, i.e.,
 ¼  ln 

: (8g)
Apparently, the number of free parameter reduces to three.
Thus, this distribution can be fully represented by
PHEG ¼ ½;; . Equation (8g) successfully bypasses the
need for an explicit threshold selection. It is however cau-
tioned that since only the PDF is forced to be continuous, it
may converge to an unsmooth function, which nevertheless
will not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the simulation and estima-
tion. To remove such unsmoothness, one can force the de-
rivative of the density to be continuous at the junction point.
However, the ﬂexibility of the distribution will decline.
[32] The HEG distribution adopts an exponential distri-
bution for the low to moderate values, rather than a gamma
distribution. This choice is made mainly for computational
simplicity. It is recognized that directly learning the thresh-
old  by maximizing the log likelihood is challenging
[Frigessi et al., 2002; Carreau and Bengio, 2009]. A feasi-
ble approach is to learn it implicitly through expressing
 as a function of other parameters [Carreau and Bengio,
2009]. Taking the exponential distribution as a hybrid
Figure 5. QQ plots of observed versus the GP distribution modeled quantiles of exceedances of precip-
itation over different thresholds (upper) and QQ plots of observed versus the FK08 distribution modeled
full range of precipitation (lower) for station ID24.
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component, threshold  can be formulated as a closed func-
tion of the HEG parameters. However it is difﬁcult to do so
with the gamma distribution. In turn, it is infeasible to
bypass the need for threshold selection in a supervised
manner as by Furrer and Katz [2008]. The HEG distribu-
tion is aimed to offer an efﬁcient and relatively simple
option to model the full spectrum of precipitation amount.
The price is the reduced ﬂexibility in modeling the bulk of
the data. This is a limitation of the proposed distribution.
Fortunately, the divergence of performances between the
exponential and gamma distributions is not too much for
low to moderate values.
[33] One may note that in the DM distribution, data
below the location parameter  are modeled by the gamma
distribution, and those above which are modeled by the GP
distribution, when forcing  to 0. It means that in this case
the DM distribution reduces to an analog of HEG, i.e.,
hybrid gamma and GP distribution. The problem of this
limiting distribution is the discontinuity at the location 
[Furrer and Katz, 2008]. A discontinuous density function
is difﬁcult to explain in practice, representing an unrealistic
feature in precipitation [Vrac and Naveau, 2007]. Remov-
ing this discontinuity will again come across the difﬁculties
as described above, assuming that one wants to avoid set-
ting the threshold a priori.
[34] Another point worth noting is with respect to shape
parameter , which determines the tail property of the HEG
distribution. Negative, zero, and positive values of  imply,
respectively, bounded, light, and heavy tails. In the HEG
distribution,  is forced to be positive, considering the fact
that daily precipitation is widely acknowledged being
heavy tail distributed [Koutsoyiannis, 2004a, 2004b; Vrac
and Naveau, 2007, Furrer and Katz, 2008]. The shape pa-
rameter  can be restricted positive in one of two ways,
with the use of a constrained optimization algorithm or by
applying an exponential function to map the searching
space of  from real line onto positive real line. This study
adopts the latter way. Moreover, we want to caution that in
the case of zero , the GP distribution reduces to an expo-
nential distribution and equation (8d) becomes incorrect.
5. Evaluation of Hybrid Distribution
[35] Since parameters of the hybrid distribution were
estimated by the ML method and since the purpose is to
model the full range of precipitation, one must answer the
following two questions: (1) Is the ML estimator of the
hybrid distribution asymptotically consistent and efﬁcient?
(2) Does the hybrid distribution perform better than or at
least comparable to other distributions?
5.1. Asymptotic Property of the ML Estimator
[36] To answer the ﬁrst question, random sample sets
were generated with increasing size from the HEG distribu-
tion with parameters PHEG ¼ ½1:0; 0:2; 1:5, parameter esti-
mates P^HEG were computed using the ML method for each
sample set, and the asymptotic behavior of the ML estima-
tor was empirically investigated. The sample size was
increased with varying factor such that the asymptotic
behavior was exhibited efﬁciently. For each sample size,
random sampling and parameter estimation procedures
were repeated 100 times to take into account the statistical
variability.
5.1.1. Asymptotic Consistency of the ML Estimator
[37] The mean square error (MSE) between estimated
and actual parameters was used to assess the asymptotically
consistent property. If MSE decreased to zero as the sample
size approached inﬁnity, then the estimator was said to be
asymptotically consistent. The MSE values of the ML esti-
mates for each parameter are illustrated in the bar plot with
increasing sample size, as shown in Figure 6, which indi-
cates that MSE values for all parameters become smaller as
the sample size increases. Observing the decreasing pattern
of MSE, one can expect that as the sample size increases to
a sufﬁciently large value MSE decays to zero or at least to
a negligible value, which exactly meets the asymptotically
consistent expectation of the ML estimators.
5.1.2. Asymptotic Efficiency of the ML Estimator
[38] The variance of estimates was used to indicate the
asymptotically efﬁcient behavior. If the variance of esti-
mates decayed to zero as the sample size tended to inﬁnity,
Figure 6. Behaviors of MSE of the ML estimators of the
HEG distribution (parameterized by PHEG ¼ ½1:0; 0:2; 1:5)
as the sample size increases.
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then the estimator was considered asymptotically efﬁcient.
The distributions of parameters estimated by the ML
method are shown by box plots in Figure 7. The span of the
box plot shows a clear decreasing trend as the sample size
increases. Note that when the sample size is large enough
the estimated parameters are clustered within a very narrow
interval centered or almost centered at real values. One can
also expect that the interval will become much narrower
and even negligible as the sample size goes to a sufﬁciently
large value. This observation roughly indicates the asymp-
totic efﬁciency of the ML estimator since asymptotic efﬁ-
ciency involves that not only the variance of estimates
decays to zero but also the rate at which it decays to zero.
5.2. Preliminary Evaluation of Performance in
Modeling Heavy Tail Data
[39] To answer the second question, the same scheme
was used as in section 5.1. The parent distribution, how-
ever, was changed to an FK08 distribution parameterized
as PFK08 ¼ ½0:7; 17:4; 0:25; 3:9, which was obtained by
ﬁtting the model to the data from station ID24. The simula-
tion experiment was conducted as follows: generate differ-
ent training sets with increasing size and test set with a
ﬁxed size of 1000 from the parent FK08 distribution; ﬁt
each training set to the HEG distribution and other widely
used candidates; compute the estimated probability den-
sities for elements in the test set ; and then compare them
with the actual values, which can be calculated directly by
the PDF of the FK08 distribution. Four candidate models
were chosen: the HEG distribution, the ME distribution,
the DM distribution, and the nonparametric KDE with
Gaussian kernel.
[40] As in the previous simulation experiment, the size
of training sets was increased with varying factor and for
each size the above procedure was repeated 50 times. A rel-
atively small number of repeats (50) was used mainly
because of the high computation cost of the DM distribu-
tion. The FK08 distribution was excluded to avoid selecting
the threshold in a supervised manner.
5.2.1. Evaluation of Performance Using Relative Log
Likelihood
[41] To quantitatively assess different candidate models,
the relative log likelihood (RLL) was computed as
Rl ¼  1
1000
X1000
i¼1
log
p^i
pi
; (9)
where pi and p^i, respectively, are the theoretical and esti-
mated probability densities for elements in the test set. RLL
is a measure of the divergence between the parent and the
estimated distributions. The smaller the RLL is, the better
the density estimator performs [Carreau and Bengio, 2009].
Summary statistics of RLL are listed in Tables 2, 3, 4, and
5, corresponding to the HEG distribution, the ME distribu-
tion, the DM distribution, and the KDE, respectively. The
mean of RLL is a measure of the goodness-of-ﬁt of the esti-
mated density, whereas the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) is a
stability indicator.
[42] The number of failures for each model is also sum-
marized in these tables. The DM distribution failed due to
numerical instability caused by less accurate and some-
times false normalization constant. The resulting density
was meaningless, for example, a complex value due to
complex normalization constant, especially when the sam-
ple was small. The failure of KDE resulted when the esti-
mated densities for large quantiles were too small
compared with the true values in that the RLL tended to
inﬁnity.
Figure 7. Distributions of the ML estimators of the HEG
distribution (parameterized by PHEG ¼ ½1:0; 0:2; 1:5) as the
sample size increases.
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[43] Table 4 shows that the number of failures for the
DM distribution was large, especially for small samples.
When the sample size was less than 2000, the failure rate
varied from 26% to 40%. The high failure rate indicates the
existence of numerical problems due to its functional com-
plexity. The failure of KDE especially appeared when the
sample size was large since in this case more large values
would emerge in the sample. This observation veriﬁed that
the KDE was only reliable to model low to moderate val-
ues, but was, however, unable to appropriately simulate
the upper tail behavior [Markovich, 2007; Carreau and
Bengio, 2009].
[44] Based on the mean of RLL without considering the
failure rate, the DM distribution ranked ﬁrst, the HEG dis-
tribution second, the KDE third, and the ME distribution
ranked fourth. Looking at the stability of these distributions
as indicated by the CV values, the HEG distribution per-
formed the best. The CV values for the HEG distribution
were smaller than those of the DM distribution. Exceptions
appeared when the sample size was less than 2000. This
might be because of the high failure rate of the DM distri-
bution. Only 30 and 37 of the 50 repeats were involved in
the computation of CV, leading to suspicious and mislead-
ing results.
[45] From the view point of minimum RLL, the DM dis-
tribution seemed to be the best choice for heavy tailed data.
It should be noted that in the DM model there are six free
parameters, whereas only three free parameters are
involved in the HEG distribution. Thus, it is argued that the
small RLL is probably caused by over ﬁtting.
5.2.2. Evaluation of Performance Using
Information Criterion
[46] To further evaluate the distributions, the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1974] and Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) [Schwarz, 1978] were used.
The information criteria take into account not only the
goodness-of-ﬁt but also the model complexity by penaliz-
ing the distribution with too many parameters. The smaller
the AIC or BIC, the better the distribution.
[47] In this evaluation, the nonparametric KDE was
excluded since it is broadly accepted that KDE is not suita-
ble for heavy-tailed density estimation, which was also
empirically veriﬁed by observations in section 5.2.1. The
frequencies of selection of the three candidate models by
AIC and BIC are summarized in Table 6. Results show that
the DM distribution is penalized due to its functional com-
plexity. And one can conservatively conclude that the small
RLL values resulted from over ﬁtting. For small samples,
the ME distribution also performed well. This is not difﬁ-
cult to understand, because the majority of data in small
samples were from the bulk of the distribution. As the sam-
ple size increased, more and more large quantiles were
sampled and the inability of the ME distribution in model-
ing large values became apparent. Both AIC and BIC crite-
ria indicated the HEG distribution to be the best choice.
5.3. Further Evaluation Using Precipitation
Amount Records
[48] Does the preliminary simulation show that the HEG
distribution is the best choice to model daily precipitation
Table 2. Summary Statistics of RLL for the HEG Distribution
With Different Training Set Sizes n
n (1000) Failures Min. Mean Max. Cor. Coef.
1 0/50 0.00078 0.026 0.090 0.75
2 0/50 0.00025 0.023 0.155 0.93
4 0/50 0.0039 0.014 0.033 0.45
6 0/50 0.0023 0.014 0.030 0.44
8 0/50 0.0024 0.013 0.024 0.45
10 0/50 0.00052 0.013 0.030 0.47
20 0/50 0.0027 0.011 0.024 0.54
40 0/50 0.00078 0.011 0.027 0.48
60 0/50 0.00048 0.010 0.026 0.50
80 0/50 0.0011 0.011 0.021 0.48
100 0/50 0.00097 0.010 0.024 0.45
Table 4. Summary Statistics of RLL for the DM Distribution
With Different Training Set Sizes n
n (1000) Failures Min. Mean Max. Cor. Coef.
1 20/50 0.0025 0.0217 0.062 0.70
2 13/50 0.0019 0.0126 0.033 0.58
4 3/50 0.0023 0.0065 0.031 0.94
6 2/50 0.0028 0.0039 0.0096 0.74
8 1/50 0.0026 0.0050 0.019 0.87
10 0/50 0.0026 0.0037 0.012 0.92
20 0/50 0.0014 0.0014 0.0070 1.47
40 0/50 0.0015 0.00088 0.0040 1.42
60 0/50 0.0016 0.00054 0.0035 1.80
80 0/50 0.0029 0.00040 0.0035 2.84
100 0/50 0.00095 0.00056 0.0026 1.38
Table 3 Summary Statistics of RLL for the ME Distribution With
Different Training Set Sizes n
n (1000) Failures Min. Mean Max. Cor. Coef.
1 0/50 0.011 1.184 25.554 3.04
2 0/50 0.031 0.506 2.557 1.26
4 0/50 0.007 0.489 3.982 1.45
6 0/50 0.012 0.212 1.264 1.24
8 0/50 0.011 0.352 2.634 1.45
10 0/50 0.016 0.526 9.564 2.60
20 0/50 0.006 0.172 1.304 1.57
40 0/50 0.010 0.116 0.913 1.48
60 0/50 0.007 0.053 0.238 0.78
80 0/50 0.009 0.066 0.545 1.45
100 0/50 0.003 0.064 0.403 1.31
Table 5. Summary Statistics of RLL for the Gaussian KDE With
Different Training Set Size n
n (1000) Failures Min. Mean Max. Cor. Coef.
1 0/50 0.027 0.126 0.361 0.58
2 0/50 0.017 0.0562 0.123 0.54
4 0/50 0.0023 0.0355 0.375 1.62
6 0/50 0.00029 0.0311 0.297 1.42
8 0/50 0.0014 0.0223 0.0869 1.00
10 0/50 0.0012 0.0371 0.628 0.09
20 0/50 0.0012 0.0407 0.432 1.73
40 0/50 0.00043 0.0767 0.749 2.03
60 0/50 0.0011 0.0595 0.614 2.04
80 1/50 0.0015 0.0444 0.526 2.19
100 2/50 0.0009 0.0382 0.729 2.96
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amount? This question cannot be answered simply by only
yes or no, at least at the current stage. That is because of
the limited scope of the simulation study and the diverse
distributional patterns of real precipitation, and also
because the parameter estimation method inﬂuences the
performance of the distribution. In section 5.3, different
distributions were ﬁtted to daily precipitation records from
the 49 stations in order to examine: (1) if one can expect
the HEG distribution to be widely used to model daily pre-
cipitation amount; and (2) are there any exceptions where
this distribution does not ﬁt the data well?
[49] The tail of the ME distribution was too light to cap-
ture extreme precipitation, as shown in the left panel of
Figure 8. Although QQ plots for only three sample stations
are shown here, this conclusion is valid for all other sta-
tions. Therefore, our concern would only focus on the two
compound distributions. To quantitatively measure the
goodness-of-ﬁt, average distance (AD) from the scattered
points to the 1:1 reference line in the QQ plot was
exploited, i.e.,
AD ¼ 1
N
XN
i¼1
jxObsi  xEsti jsin

4
 
: (10)
Results showed that for only 11 of the 49 stations, AD val-
ues corresponding to the HEG distribution were greater
than those of the DM distribution, even though the DM dis-
tribution has six free parameters rather than three for the
Figure 8. Representative patterns of the QQ plots of observed versus the ME distribution (left), the
DM distribution (middle), and the HEG distribution (right) modeled quantiles of precipitation.
Table 6. Frequencies of Selections of the Three Parametric
Candidate Models by AIC and BIC Obtained From Different
Simulations
n (1000)
HEG ME DM
AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC
1 22 22 28 28 0 0
2 31 31 19 19 0 0
4 41 41 9 9 0 0
6 45 46 5 4 0 0
8 47 47 3 3 0 0
10 46 46 4 4 0 0
20 49 49 1 1 0 0
40 50 50 0 0 0 0
60 50 50 0 0 0 0
80 50 50 0 0 0 0
100 50 50 0 0 0 0
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HEG distribution. As indicated from QQ plots, the larger
AD values associated with the DM distribution are mainly
caused by the over heavy tail.
[50] For further investigation, Figure 8 presents three
representative patterns of QQ plots. The ﬁrst pattern is
shown in the top row panel, where the HEG distribution
performs better than the DM distribution. In this case unsat-
isfactory goodness-of-ﬁt of the DM distribution resulted
mainly from the less accurate normalization constant. The
second pattern is shown in the middle row panel, where
both compound distributions ﬁtted the data well. The DM
distribution performed a little bit better over the HEG dis-
tribution with respect to minimum AD and maximum likeli-
hood. This observation is expected, considering twice the
number of parameters in the DM distribution. In this case,
the AIC and BIC values were also computed. Neither of the
two criteria provided information about over ﬁtting, which
agrees with the results of Varc and Naveau [2007]. It seems
wise to choose the DM distribution if the problem of ex-
pensive computation is neglected. The presented HEG dis-
tribution is not intended, however, to replace the DM
distribution but rather (1) to complement it in situations
where it may have problems as at stations ID7 and ID44;
and (2) to provide a relatively efﬁcient, reliable, and simple
way to model the full range of precipitation without losing
any goodness-of-ﬁt.
[51] The third pattern shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 8 mainly signiﬁes one disappointing fact that there
are some situations in which both the DM distribution and
the HEG distribution fail to capture extreme values. The
noisy data, characterized by a few extremely large values
appearing far away from the bulk of observations, is one of
the reasons for this problem. Yet another probable reason is
the misuse of a suboptimal parameter estimation method if
one recalls that both upper tails of the two distributions are
dominated by the GP distribution, which is outside of the
exponential family. The ML estimator nicely performs only
when the random variable belongs to the exponential family
[Castillo and Hadi, 1995]. The following empirical study
will provide justiﬁcation for this possible explanation.
6. Other Parameter Estimation Approaches
[52] In the case that the ML estimator of the HEG distri-
bution becomes invalid, how can one proceed? This is a
common problem when working with the GP distribution,
which is the tail component of the HEG distribution. Prop-
erly ﬁtting the GP distribution has been approached by sev-
eral researchers [Hosking et al., 1985; Castillo and Hadi,
1995; Singh and Guo, 1995, 1997; Castillo et al., 2005;
Luceno, 2006; Brazauska and Kleefeld, 2009]. Two repre-
sentative approaches are the elemental percentile (EP)
method [Castillo and Hadi, 1995] and the maximum good-
ness-of-ﬁt (MGF) method [Luceno, 2006]. The EP method
is not an efﬁcient option for the HEG distribution due to its
somewhat cumbersome nature, which makes it difﬁcult to
express model parameters as functions of selected sample
data and their empirical percentiles.
6.1. Two-Step Quantile Least Squares Method
[53] A two-step quantile least squares (QLS) method is
described here. In the ﬁrst step a number of samples are
drawn with replacement from the original set and parame-
ters are estimated based on the QLS method. For conven-
ience, we denote these estimated parameter vectors as
P^
1
HEG, P^
2
HEG, . . . , P^
r
HEG, where r is the number of samples.
The QLS estimates can be obtained as
Min:
P^HEG
Xn
i¼1
½xi:n  x^i:n2 ; (11)
where xi:n and x^i:n are the observed and estimated ith order
statistics, respectively. Since there is an explicit formula
for the HEG quantile function, x^i:n can be computed from
equation (8c), without resorting to any numerical method.
The simple quantile function is another desirable property
of the HEG distribution compared with the DM distribution
in (1) straightforward random number simulation, and (2)
multiple options for parameter estimation.
[54] Since the elemental QLS estimator is sensitive to
samples, the second step is to obtain a ﬁnal robust estimator
by robust functions, say median function (MED). Thus the
ﬁnal estimator of PHEG can be expressed as
P^HEGðMEDÞ ¼ medianðP^1HEG; P^
2
HEG; P^
3
HEG; . . . ; P^
r
HEGÞ: (12)
Goodness-of-ﬁt analysis showed that QLS is a good alter-
native to the ML method when the latter has problems.
However, the two-step QLS is a bootstrap based method.
That means it is expensive in computation, which will dete-
riorate the computational efﬁciency advantage of the HEG
distribution and thus be against one of our major goals, i.e.,
to search for an efﬁcient way to simulate the full spectrum
of precipitation.
6.2. Maximum Goodness-of-Fit Method
[55] The maximum goodness-of-ﬁt (MGF) method is
another alternative. The basic idea for the MGF method is
to obtain parameter estimates by maximizing the goodness-
of-ﬁt of the distribution. The right-tail Anderson-Darling
(RAD) statistic :
R2n ¼
n
2
 2
Xn
i¼1
FðP^HEG; xi:nÞ
 1
n
Xn
i¼1
ð2i 1Þln ½1 FðP^HEG; xn¼1i:nÞ
(13)
is an efﬁcient and robust choice for the HEG distribution. It
is not surprising to assign more emphasis to the right tail of
the distribution, considering the following two reasons.
First, the bulk of the HEG is the exponential distribution
which is easily ﬁtted. Second, the tail is the GP distribution
and the ML method may have problems to ﬁt this part. In
addition, QQ plots in Figure 8 also signify that the loss-of-
ﬁt always happened in the tail part.
[56] The MGF method was used to ﬁt each precipitation
set. Maximizing equation (13) was done with the use of the
MATLAB function fminsearch. AD values were computed
and compared with those obtained from the ML method, as
given in Table 7. It is seen that AD reduced signiﬁcantly af-
ter the MGF method was applied. The relative percentage
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of decrements ranged from 2.86% to 67.53%. Only one
exception appeared at station ID33, where AD obtained by
the ML method was smaller. Improvement of the goodness-
of-ﬁt can be more easily seen from Figure 9. The signiﬁcant
improvements empirically conﬁrmed the aforementioned in-
ference that the failure of the HEG distribution in capturing
extremes was caused by the suboptimal parameter estima-
tion method. Using the goodness-of-ﬁt statistics (AD) for
comparison is unfair for the ML method, because maximiz-
ing goodness-of-ﬁt is the objective of the MGF method. The
purpose here is to solve the problem of ‘‘where to proceed’’
when the ML method has problems. The MGF method does
not intend to replace the ML method but rather to comple-
ment it in troublesome situations.
[57] Now one question arises: if the MGF method is sen-
sitive to samples as it directly maximizes the agreement
between the model and data. To answer this question, a
simple simulation experiment was performed. A sample
station, i.e., ID9, for which the ML estimator was optimal,
was selected. The MFG method was used to ﬁt nonzero
observations. Then 500 random sets with ﬁxed size, the
same as the number of nonzero observations, were gener-
ated from the estimated HEG distribution. Finally, the
MGF method was used to ﬁt each set and its sensitivity was
analyzed by assessing the variability of parameter estimates
and quantile estimates. For comparison, the sample sets
were also ﬁtted using the ML method.
[58] Results are shown in Figure 10 by box plots. Com-
pared with the ML estimator, the MGF estimator was more
sensitive to the sample data, but not too much. Another
point worth noting is that the mean of estimated parameters
by the MGF is close to those of the true values. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the MGF estimator is close to the
ML estimator in the sense of root mean square error, even
when the ML method is optimal. Real versus estimated
quantiles were plotted in Figure 11. Similar patterns were
found as those of the estimated parameters. The mean
values of the estimated quantiles were almost the same as
the theoretical values. The estimated quantiles by the MGF
was also more sensitive to samples, but not as much as that
in the parameter estimates. Put together, the above observa-
tions signify that the MGF estimator is a reliable alternative
to the ML estimator, but with more variance.
6.3. Penalized Maximum Likelihood Method
[59] To take advantage of the less variance of the ML es-
timator and to reduce the likelihood of ML to converge to
an over large shape parameter, the penalized maximum
likelihood (PML) method is an appealing option. The PML
method has been used for ﬁtting extreme value distribu-
tions [Coles and Dixon, 1999]. The idea of the PML is to
restrict the search space of the shape parameter by applying
a penalty function. The adopted penalty function is of the
form
pðÞ ¼ exp  1ð1 Þ  1
 	  

 2 ð 0 1 : (14)
As  increases from 0 to 1, the penalty function decreases
from 1 to 0. Compared with the one recommended by
Coles and Dixon [1999], the additional parameter 
 pro-
vides more ﬂexible control on the decreasing rate. After nu-
merical experiments, it was found that the combination
 ¼ 0:1, 	 ¼ 0:8, and 
 ¼ 0:15 was suitable for the precip-
itation records reported in this study, as shown in Figure
12. The PML estimates are obtained by applying fmin-
search to the penalized likelihood (or log likelihood),
which is given by
L ¼
Yn
i¼1
fHEGðxi;PHEGÞpðÞ: (15)
[60] QQ plots of the PML ﬁtted HEG distributions of
sample stations were included in Figure 9. One can see that
Table 7. Average Distance (AD) Values for the ML and MGF Fitted Distribution for Each Station
Station ID AD (MLE) AD (MGF) Decrease Percentage (%) Station ID AD (MLE) AD (MGF) Decrease Percentage (%)
ID1 0.2566 0.2324 9.41 ID26 0.3075 0.2078 32.41
ID2 0.4370 0.2444 44.08 ID27 0.2373 0.1817 23.41
ID3 0.2553 0.1939 24.03 ID28 0.2028 0.1883 7.14
ID4 0.2480 0.2252 9.21 ID29 0.2808 0.2195 21.83
ID5 0.3231 0.2200 31.91 ID30 0.2987 0.2085 30.20
ID6 0.6048 0.3473 42.58 ID31 0.2949 0.2128 27.82
ID7 0.3015 0.1928 36.04 ID32 0.4531 0.2794 38.33
ID8 0.6097 0.3598 40.99 ID33 0.2079 0.2413 0.1608
ID9 0.2605 0.2530 2.86 ID34 0.3681 0.2887 21.56
ID10 0.5075 0.3229 36.38 ID35 0.3001 0.2321 22.56
ID11 0.3296 0.2301 30.20 ID36 0.2644 0.2238 15.36
ID12 0.3127 0.2737 12.47 ID37 0.2853 0.1911 33.00
ID13 0.1850 0.1668 9.85 ID38 0.3182 0.2316 27.20
ID14 0.6366 0.4184 34.28 ID39 0.2181 0.1691 22.43
ID15 0.2711 0.1956 27.85 ID40 0.2924 0.2071 29.15
ID16 0.2558 0.1859 27.31 ID41 0.2897 0.2347 18.97
ID17 0.2872 0.2252 21.59 ID42 1.2676 0.2399 81.07
ID18 0.2804 0.2288 18.39 ID43 0.6539 0.4537 30.62
ID19 0.7450 0.4380 41.21 ID44 0.4850 0.2847 41.29
ID20 0.5139 0.1669 67.53 ID45 0.4140 0.3084 25.52
ID21 0.3761 0.2947 21.63 ID46 0.2521 0.2106 16.46
ID22 0.5521 0.3555 35.61 ID47 0.2323 0.1902 18.11
ID23 0.3701 0.2595 29.90 ID48 0.2326 0.1737 25.33
ID24 0.2733 0.1847 32.40 ID49 0.2120 0.1683 20.64
ID25 0.3133 0.2792 10.89
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PML can adequately ﬁt the precipitation records. Only one
exception among the 49 series appeared at station ID14,
where the PML estimator performed worst among the three
estimators. The same simulation experiment as for the sen-
sitivity analysis of the MGF estimator was performed to
investigate the inﬂuence of samples on the PML estimator.
As expected, the PML estimator was less sensitive to sam-
ples than the MGF estimator and was comparable to the ML
estimator, as presented in Figure 10. Similar observations
were found in the quantile estimates, as shown in Figure 11.
It is however cautioned that the reduced variance of
the PML estimator is obtained at the expense of nega-
tively biased shape parameter estimator, which was also
remarked by Coles and Dixon [1999]. The negatively bi-
ased shape parameter will in turn lead to positively biased
scale and location parameters, and negatively biased
extreme quantiles. In terms of bias and variance, the PML
estimator appears to be at least a competitive estimator to
the other three and can be used as an alternative to the ML
estimator.
[61] The described four estimating methods are all feasi-
ble options for ﬁtting the HEG distribution, nevertheless,
none of them being completely convincing in that it has
been shown to be better than any other in every respect, for
every data set. As to which method should be used, it
involves a problem of tradeoff between bias and variance.
In practice of precipitation simulation, we do not promote
one estimator in favor of another, but recommend that both
MGF and PML are reliable estimators in that generally
they can provide adequate goodness-of-ﬁt. Last but not
least, we want to point out that the bootstrap based two-
step estimating framework, as used in the two-step QLS
Figure 9. QQ plots of observed versus the HEG distribu-
tion modeled quantiles of precipitation using different
model ﬁtting methods.
Figure 10. Box plots for HEG parameters ﬁtted to 500
random samples by MLE, MGF, and PMLE methods,
respectively. The random samples were drawn from the
same parent distribution. True values are highlighted by
deep pink lines.
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estimator, might be used to reduce the variance of the MGF
estimator, given that the computational efﬁciency is rela-
tively less important. In this sense, the MGF method is
preferred.
7. Conclusions
[62] This paper ﬁrst examines the performance of exist-
ing distributions in modeling daily precipitation. Commonly
used single component distributions cannot realistically
model extreme rainfall events in many cases but compound
distributions can adequately do. However, the ﬁtting of
these compound distributions is plagued by several draw-
backs, exempliﬁed by functional complexity, numerical
instability, data sensitivity, and supervised learning. In view
of these drawbacks, we present a hybrid exponential and
generalized Pareto distribution. This distribution is tested on
49 records across Texas. Results show that it is relatively
simple and reliable in modeling the full spectrum of precipi-
tation distribution. By expressing the threshold parameter of
the generalized Pareto component in the hybrid model as a
function of other parameters, the threshold can be implicitly
learned in an unsupervised manner. Therefore the difﬁculty
of threshold selection as in the conventional peak over
threshold analysis can be circumvented. Moreover, attribut-
ing to its functional simplicity, random numbers of the
hybrid distribution can be easily simulated by entering uni-
form random variates into its quantile function, which can
be explicitly expressed.
[63] Parameters of the hybrid exponential and general-
ized Pareto distribution can be estimated using different
methods, for instance maximum likelihood, two-step quan-
tile least square, maximum goodness-of-ﬁt, and penalized
maximum likelihood methods. In most cases, the maximum
likelihood estimator is an optimal choice because of its
nice properties like statistical consistency and efﬁciency,
and so on. The other three alternatives can be decent rem-
edies when the maximum likelihood method is troublesome
due to a few extremely large values appearing far away
from the bulk of observations. As to which method should
be used in practice, we do not promote one in favor of
another, but recommend that both the maximum goodness-
of-ﬁt and the penalized maximum likelihood methods are
reliable in that generally they can provide adequate good-
ness-of-ﬁt for both the ‘‘bulk’’ and the ‘‘tail’’ of the data.
The proposed hybrid exponential and generalized Pareto
distribution might be incorporated into stochastic weather
generators to provide an efﬁcient way to realistically
Figure 11. QQ plots of real and estimated quantiles by
HEG distributions ﬁtted to 500 random samples by MLE,
MGF, and PMLE methods, respectively. The random sam-
ples were drawn from the same parent distribution. Boxes
indicate the distribution of each estimated quantile.
Figure 12. Penalty function of the shape parameter 
used in this study (solid line) and the one from Coles and
Dixon [1999] (dashed line).
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simulate and downscale the full spectrum of daily precipi-
tation. To ease the calculation effort and to reproduce
results reported in this study, a suite of MATLAB functions
is developed.
[64] There are several important issues appreciated in the
rainfall modeling community that need more research in
the future. One is to study the spatial distribution of the
model parameters across a region so as to regionalize the
model to be applicable at any location in the area. This
issue is expected to be solved through a way inspired by
Wilks [2008, 2009] and Kleiber et al. [2011]. On the other
hand, all the reported analysis was limited within Texas.
Evaluating the applicability and performance of the hybrid
exponential and generalized Pareto distribution in diverse
areas worldwide is another important task worthy of more
efforts in the future.
Appendix
[65] Following Frigessi et al. [2002], the random num-
bers from the DM distribution can be sampled as follows:
[66] 1. Draw a uniform variate u from U ½0; 1.
[67] 2. If u < 0:5, then draw a random variate x from the
Weibull distribution and evaluate the mixing function
pðx;; Þ at x, then retain x with probability pðx;; Þ or
reject it with probability 1 pðx;; Þ, and if so, resample
again.
[68] 3. If u  0:5, then draw a random variate x from the
Pareto distribution and evaluate the mixing function
pðx;; Þ at x, then retain x with probability pðx;; Þ or
reject it with probability 1 pðx;; Þ, and if so, resample
again.
[69] 4. Repeat step 1 to step 3 many times until a desired
number of random variates have been sampled.
[70] The pseudo code for the sampling procedure follow-
ing the rule of MATLAB is shown in Table A1.
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